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SPECIAL EDITION
In November 2019 the Lancaster County
Emergency Management Agency completed a
seven month project entitled the Commodity
Assessment of Use and Storage Exemplar
(CAUSE). The study reviewed, calculated and
analyzed chemical storage inventories from
facilities throughout Lancaster County that both
mandatorily and voluntarily reported what and
how much hazardous materials they used,
stored or manufactured. An intent of the 2019
study was to identify and counter planning,
training and exercise deficiencies
The 2019 study also provided recommendations to enhance future studies. Those suggestions were taken to heart and the agency conducted a similar and more comprehensive
study in 2020. The new study expanded data
collection and analysis that formulated special
sections called the Commodity Overview Inventory List (COIL) Exhibits. One of the most
significant difference between the studies is
that the 2020 version provides data on physical
and health hazards.

The 2020 CAUSE was presented to the Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) of
Lancaster County who formally approved the
study in October. This Special Edition LEMA
Ledger will highlight the study and illustrate the
data collected to enhance planning initiatives
and support training competencies. It should be
noted when assessing the CAUSE information
that its data is based upon ‘reporting facilities’.
Many facilities do not meet reportable quantity
thresholds for mandatory filing. Exempted facilities such as retail, governmental agencies and
agricultural facilities are not required to report.

Additionally, homeowners, laboratories and most service stations are exempt. And, there are facilities that
are not aware of their reporting obligations. The LEPC
of Lancaster County continuously works to identify facilities that meet the reporting criteria as well as recommends facilities to voluntarily report for improving local
preparedness, enhancing public protectives and improving responder safety. The safety and survival chain
is only as strong as its weakest link. LEMA and the
LEPC strives to strengthen the chemical preparedness
chain which starts with facility compliance and cooperation.
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CAUSE Report
The 2020 edition of the CAUSE studied the potential physical and health hazards of the products used,
stored or manufactured in the county. It entailed further research of commodity Safety Data Sheets (SDS) to
identify foundation components, Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) numbers and applicable hazard class
categories. Below is a statistical overview of the collective data with comparison to the 2019 study. Some
of the data saw subtle changes while others are seemingly significant.
More facilities were included in the 2020 study yet less chemicals were listed. Notably there was a 22%
reduction in individual chemicals. This, in part, was due to substances falling below reportable quantities.
Another reason, through review of SDS’s and analyzing CAS number’s, was the consolidation of products
listed by different names, but shared a CAS number. An example was sodium chloride which was also
listed by other facilities as halite and road salt. Some hydrocarbons too were listed by different names but
shared CAS numbers.
Another significant change was reducing the list of non-CAS chemicals by 40%. The overall reduction
of reported products, consolidating same CAS products, and more comprehensive study of SDS’ to identify
CAS numbers, contributed this statistic. Additionally the review of SDS’s contributed to identifying more
substances regulated by the United State Department of Transportation (DOT) with an assigned United Nations (UN) number.
The reduction and consolidation of substances, combined with decreasing those not having CAS registration, and identifying more regulated substances provides a clearer, but not perfect, picture of the chemical profile in Lancaster County. The 2020 CAUSE report was successful in meeting the recommendation
and improvement suggestions listed in the 2019 edition. It’s data will be used to improve chemical preparedness planning, training skills and competencies and impactful exercise development throughout Lancaster
County.

COMPARISON STATISTICS
Number of Facilities Studied
Total Number of Chemical Entries
Total Number of Individual Chemicals
Chemicals with CAS Registration
Number of non-CAS Chemicals
Number of DOT Regulated Chemicals
Total Weight of Chemicals—2019
Total Weight of Chemicals—2020
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2019
405
1,578
571
247
324
87

2020
417
1,286
447
250
197
126

776,592,581 lbs
807,915,818 lbs

Change
+3%
-19%
-22%
+2%
-40%
+31%
+4%
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BACKGROUND METHODOLOGY
The research methodology used to develop
the 2020 CAUSE included review of each
chemical reported on a facility CY2019 Tier
II Chemical Inventory Report (see Figure 1)
for both mandatorily and voluntarily reported
substances.
Chemical specific hazard, inventory and
storage criteria for each chemical was cataloged. When listed, the chemical CAS number (see red box on Figure 1) was logged to
identify registered materials as well as condense product names to associated CAS
numbers. For products where the CAS was
not listed on the Tier II report, its Safety Data
Sheet (SDS) (see Figure 2) was reviewed to
ascertain its CAS number.
Additionally, SDS’s were reviewed to assess applicable DOT United Nations (UN)
number assignment. (see Figure 3).

Figure 1— Example of Tier II report chemical entry highlighting the CAS number.

Figure 2— Example of Safety Data Sheet highlighting the CAS number.

Although the 2020
CAUSE is specific to fixed
facility chemical inventories,
some products can be correlated to transportation shipments.

Safety Data Sheets (SDS), formerly called Materials Safety Data Sheet (MSDS), contain 16 sections in accordance the Globally Harmonized System (GHS) that was adopted by OSHA and implemented in 2016. Developed by product manufacturer, SDS’ were to have been updated to reflect
the GHS criteria by June of 2016.
When reviewing a SDS, locate its development
date to ensure the most current and accurate version is being referenced. From a pre-incident
standpoint, coordinate with facility staff on the
location and method for obtaining a SDS for an
emergency. Suggest maintaining SDS’ off-site in
case incident circumstances prevent access to the
facility. Redundancy of information is important
in emergency management to support a successful
outcome.

Figure 3— Example of Safety Data Sheet highlighting the UN number.
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DOT HAZARD CLASS
Because the common reference and assimilations to DOT hazard classes are readily recognized by most responders and emergency planners, the data presented below captures applicable hazard class and quantity statistics for
applicable DOT chemical listings. A Hazard Class means the category of hazard assigned to a hazardous material
under the definition criteria of 49 CFR Part 173 and the provisions of table 172.101. A Material may meet the defining
criteria for more than one hazard class, but is assigned to only one hazard class. Below is a list of the hazard class
categories established by the USDOT.

US DOT LISTED MATERIALS

As mentioned on page 2, 87 (15% ) of the 571 chemicals reported are referenced in the USDOT regulations. The transportation
hazard classes include the following:
Class 1 – Explosives ( Includes 6 Sub-divisions based upon detonation characteristics
Class 2 – Gases
Division 2.1 – Flammable Gases
Division 2.2 – Non-Flammable, Non-toxic Gases
Division 2.3 – Toxic Gases
Class 3 – Flammable / Combustible Liquids
Class 4 – Flammable Solids
Division 4.1 – Flammable solids,
Division 4.2 – Substances liable to spontaneous combustion.
Division 4.3 – Substances which in contact with water emit flammable gases.
Class 5 – Oxidizing Substances and Organic Peroxides Division 5.1 – Oxidizing Substances
Division 5.2 – Organic Peroxides
Class 6 – Toxic Substances and Infectious Substances
Class 7 – Radioactive Materials
Class 8 – Corrosive Substance
Class 9 – Miscellaneous dangerous goods/hazardous materials and articles.
Table 1, below, illustrates statistical data with regard to the DOT Hazard Classes including the number of facilities, frequency
of materials and quantity based upon weight in pounds.

DOT HAZARD CLASS INVENTORY LIST
Hazard Class/Division
2.1 – Flammable Gases

Number of
Chemicals
9

Number of
Facilities
65

Aggregate Inventory
9,651,439 lbs

2.2 – Non-Flammable Non-Toxic Gases

6

81

13,755,061 lbs

2.3 – Toxic Gases

2

34

84,250 lbs

3 – Flammable / Combustible Liquids

32

232

41,823,292 lbs

4.1 – Flammable Solids

5

6

258,840 lbs

4.2 – Spontaneously Combustible

3

3

191,402 lbs

5.1 – Oxidizers

5

8

149,581 lbs

6 – Poisonous / Toxic Substances

15

21

514,505 lbs

8 – Corrosive Substances

27

278

7,024,930 lbs

9 – Miscellaneous Dangerous Goods

24

111

9,197,668 lbs

Totals
Table 1—DOT Hazard Class Inventory List.
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DOT Hazard Class Continued
Table 1 (see Page 4) lists the DOT Hazard Class Inventory in order of Class Numbering. Column 1
lists the Hazard Class in numerical order. Column 2 lists the number of chemicals reported that meet the
Hazard Class. Column 3 illustrates the number of facilities that reported chemicals under the respective
hazard class. The last column is the aggregated inventory, in pounds, for the chemicals in the respective
Hazard Class/Division categories.
The total weight of DOT listed materials is 73,453,300 pounds. This accounts for only 9.1% of the
county-wide inventory in pounds. To further explain this table, Class 2.1 represents flammable gases.
From the Tier II reports there were 9 different chemicals reported and classified as 2.1. Of the 417 referenced facilities, 65 reported having a Hazard Class 2.1 chemical. Lastly, for all of the 9 chemicals under
the 2.1 hazard class, the total inventory is 9,651,439 pounds..
Table 2 (below) ranks the hazard classes with the number of applicable substances reported within
each hazard class along with the overall percentage. For example, Class 3 Flammable / Combustible Liquids has the highest number of substances classified with 32 separate DOT regulated substances reported
meeting the Class 3 category. That represents just over 25% of the reported substances listed that are
regulated by the DOT.

DOT HAZARD CLASSES BY NUMBER OF CHEMICALS
Hazard Class

Number of Chemicals

% Of Total (DOT)

Class 3 – Flammable / Combustible Liquids

32

25.4%

Class 8 – Corrosive Substances

27

21.5%

Class 9 – Miscellaneous Dangerous Goods

24

19.1%

Class 6 – Poison / Toxic Materials (Non-Gas)

15

11.9%

Class 2.1 – Flammable Gases

9

7.2%

Class 2.2 – Non-Flammable Gases

6

4.8%

Class 4.1 – Flammable Solids

5

4%

Class 5.1 – Oxidizer

5

4%

Class 4.2 – Spontaneously Combustible

3

2.4%

Class 2.3 – Toxic Gases

2

1.6%

Table 2—DOT Hazard Class list by number of categorical chemicals.

Featured in the 2020 CAUSE are the Commodity Overview Inventory Lists (COIL) that are topic
specific, such as listed by CAS Number and Alphabetical Chemical Name. Each COIL further details and
supports the report tables and figures. In the formal 2020 CAUSE document Exhibit E is the Commodity
Overview Inventory List- Hazard Class (COIL-HC) where for example, under hazard Class 3, all 32 reported substance names are listed. It includes common products such as diesel fuel, and gasoline. It also includes lesser recognized products such as hexamethyldisilazane, octamethyltrisiloxane, and trimethylbenzene to name a few.
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DOT Hazard Class Continued
DOT HAZARD CLASSES BY NUMBER OF REPORTING FACILITIES
Hazard Class

Number of Facilities

% Of Total (DOT)

Class 8 – Corrosives

278

66.7%

Class 3 – Flammable / Combustible Liquids

233

55.9%

Class 9 – Miscellaneous Dangerous Goods

111

26.7%

Class 2.2 – Non-Flammable Gases

81

19.5%

Class 2.1 – Flammable Gases

65

15.6%

Class 2.3 – Toxic Gases

35

8.4%

Class 6 – Poison / Toxic – Non Gas

21

5.1%

Class 5.1 – Oxidizer

8

2%

Class 4.1 – Flammable Solid

6

1.5%

Cass 4.2 – Spontaneously Combustible

3

<1%

Table 3—DOT Hazard Class By .Number of Reporting Facilities

Table 3 lists the hazard classes in order by the most number of facilities reporting use of a product in
that category. Of the 412 facilities studied, 278, or more than 66% of the overall facilities, reported use of a
corrosive substance. More than half (233 / 55.9%), reported use of a flammable or combustible liquid. Recognizing the types of hazards in a facility should warrant response protocol development. This should include proper atmospheric monitoring and detection, appropriate use of personal protective equipment, and
exposure control and decontamination.

DOT HAZARD CLASS INVENTORY BY AGGREGATED WEIGHT
Hazard Class/Division

Number of
Chemicals
32

Number of Facilities
233

Class 2.2 – Non-Flammable Gases

6

81

13,755,061 lbs

Class 2.1 – Flammable Gases

9

65

9,651,439 lbs

Class 9 – Miscellaneous Dangerous Goods

24

111

9,197,668 lbs

Class 8 – Corrosives

27

278

7,024,930 lbs

Class 6 – Poison (Non-Gas)

15

21

514,505 lbs

Class 4.1 – Flammable Solid

5

6

258,840 lbs

Class 4.2 – Spontaneously Combustible

3

3

191,402 lbs

Class 5.1 – Oxidizers

5

8

149,581 lbs

Class 2.3 – Toxic Gases

2

35

84,250 lbs

Class 3 – Flammable / Combustible Liquids

Aggregate Inventory
41,862,052 lbs

Table 4—DOT Hazard Class Ranking By Weight.

Table 4 above, is a list of the hazard classes with the aggregate weight of chemicals reported for
each class. Hazard Class 3—Flammable and Combustible Liquids enlists the most inventory by weight.
This list only includes DOT regulated commodities. The weight totals above combined, represent only 9%
of the 808,117,908 pounds for ALL commodities reported.
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TOP REPORTED CHEMICALS
Hazard Class 8 - Corrosives, as illustrated on Table 3 was the category with the most frequently reported use
by the most number of facilities. In Table 2, Hazard Class 8 represented the second highest hazard class by number of
categorical chemicals at 27, compared to the leader category of Class 3 Flammable / Combustible liquids with 32 applicable chemicals. Next, in Table 5, is a list of the most reported substances, by name, reported by the most facilities.
Of the 447 individual chemicals listed, the most reported was sulfuric acid. Of the 412 facilities, 186 reported
use of sulfuric acid. In most cased the use was in the form of lead-acid batteries (Photo 1) for use in powered industrial
trucks as well as back-up power supplies. However, there are instances of bulk containers of sulfuric acid (Photo 2)
used for neutralization and metal etching operations.
Substances on Table 5 in red text are deemed Extremely Hazardous Substances (EHS) according to the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). An EHS, when in quantities meeting the chemical-specific Threshold Planning Quantity (TPQ) requires the development of an Off-Site (consequence) Emergency Response Plan (OSERP).

TOP 15 REPORTED CHEMICALS BY NUMBER OF FACILITIES
Commodity Name

No. Facs

CAS Number

Sulfuric Acid
186
7664-93-9
Diesel Fuel
96
68476-34-6
Lead
75
7439-92-1
Propane
56
74-98-6
Fuel Oil No. 2
36
68476-30-2
Chlorine
34
7782-50-5
Gasoline
28
86290-81-5
Kerosene
24
8008-20-6
Nitrogen
24
7727-37-9
Sodium Hydroxide
20
1310-73-2
Anhydrous Ammonia
19
7664-41-7
Oxygen
17
7782-44-7
Sodium Hypochlorite
12
7681-52-9
Carbon Dioxide
11
124-38-9
Transformer Oil
11
64742-53-6
Table 5—Top 15 Reported Chemicals By Number of Facilities

Photo 1– A lead-acid battery charging station for forklift
batteries at a distribution and warehousing facility. Photo
by Eric G. Bachman

DOT Class

UN

8
3
9
2.1
3
2.3
3
3
2.2
8
2.2
2.2
8
2.2
NR

2796
1993
3077
1075
1993
1017
1203
1223
1066
1824
1005
1072
1791
1013
NA

Inventory in Pounds

2989328
17640396
3902620
8292382
12273605
83800
2620195
1198308
8573727
616751
320639
3599873
193650
744577
1566926

Photo 2—Sulfuric acid used for neutralization in and industrial setting. Photo by Eric G. Bachman
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HAZARD CATEGORIES
Effective as of the 2017 reporting year, the Tier II Physical and Health hazard categories expanded
from 5 characterizations to 24. This included the unique descriptor of’ Hazard Not Otherwise Classified
(HNOC). A HNOC is defined in the 2012 version of the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard 29 CFR
1910.1200 paragraph (c) (HCS 2012) as: “Hazard not otherwise classified (HNOC) means an adverse
physical or health effect identified through evaluation of scientific evidence during the classification process that does not meet the specified criteria for the physical and health hazard classes addressed in this
section.” [1910.1200(c)]. A hypothetical example is a chemical that has minimal hazards for healthy individuals but could pose a health hazard to someone with a weakened immune system. This category also
exists to apply to workplace hazards that have not yet been defined in the regulations. Under OSHA’s reasoning, employers still have an obligation to protect employees from hazardous chemicals, even when the
chemical doesn’t fit in an officially defined hazard classification.
The 2019 edition of the CAUSE did not collect hazard category data. For the 2020 CAUSE edition,
the physical and health characteristics were collected based from the Tier II reports for all commodities
reported, not just DOT regulated or CAS registered materials. Figure 1 below is an example chemical entry on a Tier II report for Argon. The applicable Physical and Health hazards are checked. For the Argon
example, it presents two physical hazards including Explosive and Gas Under Pressure. It also presents a
Simple Asphyxiant Health hazard.

Figure 4—Tier II Chemical Inventory Report chemical entry for Argon.

Some products present multiple physical and or health hazards. Because of this, for the following tables, the total number of hazards combined for each category are more than the total number of chemical
reported.
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Physical Hazards
Table 6 (below) lists the 13 Physical Hazard characteristics, ranked by frequency based upon Tier II
data. Other hazards that may be listed in SDS’s were not evaluated or corroborated by LEMA, thus placing
the reporting responsibility and accuracy upon the host business Tier II Manager, such as the facility Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) professional within each organization.
PHYSICAL HAZARD RANK

No.

% Total

Flammable (S,L,A,G)

423

32.90%

Corrosive to Metal

223

17.40%

**HNOC Hazards Not Classified

185

14.40%

Explosive

160

12.50%

Gas Under Pressure

141

11%

Combustible Dust

61

4.80%

Oxidizer

60

4.70%

Emits Flammable Gas with Water

21

1.70%

Organic Peroxide

1

<1%

Self-Heating

1

<1%

Pyrophoric (Liquids and Solids)

0

0%

Pyrophoric (Gas)

0

0%

0

0%

Self-Reactive
Table 6—Physical hazards list in order of frequency reporting.

Table 6 illustrates that 423 of the 1,286 commodities reported present a flammable characteristic.
The acronym SLAG refers to four product states of Solid, Liquid, Aerosol and Gas. As revealed, nearly one
third of the commodities reported have flammable characteristics. Applying this statistic to hazardous materials response for known and unknown commodities reinforces consistent air monitoring practices for flammable atmospheres.
Noteworthy is that the HNOC characteristic
ranks third overall. This is concerning as the hazards
have not been categorically labeled. This implores cautious and methodical approaches and proper protection. Another observation and consideration is that although zero commodities were reported to be pyrophoric or self-reactive does not mean these characteristics
do not exist in the county. Minimum inventory reporting
thresholds may not have been met to report and a facility may not have chosen to voluntarily report it.

Photo 3 —Flammable gas label on a cylinder.
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Health Hazards

Table 7 (below) lists the 11 Health Hazard characteristics, ranking their frequency based upon Tier II
data. Like for physical hazards, other hazards may be listed in SDS’s, but were not evaluated or corroborated by LEMA. The table is based upon the reporting responsibility and accuracy of the host business Tier II
Manager, such as the facility Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) professional within each organization.
HEALTH HAZARD RANK

No.

% Total

Skin Corrosion or Irritation

721

56.10%

Serious Eye Damage or Irritation

667

51.90%

Acute Toxicity

498

38.80%

Respiratory / Skin Sensitization

469

36.50%

Specific Target Organ Toxicity

442

34.40%

Carcinogenicity

417

32.50%

Aspiration Hazard

306

23.80%

Reproductive Toxicity

220

17.10%

**HNOC Hazards Not Classified

161

12.60%

Simple Asphyxiant

83

6.50%

Germ Cell Mutagenicity

71

5.60%

Table 7—Heath Hazard type list ranked in order of frequency.

Review of Table 7 reveals that more than half of the
commodities reported cause skin corrosion and irritation as
well as serious eye damage and irritation. This factor commands responders to wear appropriate skin and eye personal protective equipment (PPE).
More than a third of the commodities reported in
four categories can result from inappropriate respiratory
protection. This data is important to consider when developing hazardous materials operations standard operating
procedures and for initiating personal and public protective
actions.

Photo 4 —Inhalation hazard label on a cylinder.
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Storage Practices
Another facet that the 2020 CAUSE examined was the mediums and frequency in which commodities are stored. This may reveal a need to train on recognition and mitigation for specific container types.
Table 8 (below) ranks the Storage Type by frequency order. Table 8 is inclusive of all commodities reported. This table does not calculate the number of individual storage containers, but rather the general method
of storage. For example, for Above Ground Storage Tank, a facility may have multiple Above Ground Storage Tanks, however the Frequency column below represents a singular container type per facility.
STORAGE TYPE RANK

No.

% Total

Above Ground Tank

371

28.90%

Other

350

27.30%

Below Ground Tank

113

8.80%

Tank Inside Building

105

8.20%

Plastic Bottles or Jugs

89

7%

Bag

86

6.70%

Tote Bin

74

5.80%

Plastic / Nonmetallic Drum

72

5.60%

Steel Drum

71

5.60%

Silo

43

3.40%

Cylinder

38

3%

Box

26

2.10%

Can

25

2%

Fiber Drum

19

1.50%

Carboy

18

1.40%

Glass Bottles or Jugs

16

1.30%

Tank Wagon

7

<1%

Rail Car

2

<1%

Table 8—Storage type frequency ranking table.

The ‘Other’ category is often used to describe sulfuric acid in a lead-acid battery. A battery housing
is not a listed option, therefore facilities typically use the Other category. Other is also used for materials
that can be stockpiled outside or under cover. Most often Other is indicated without further description.
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LOCATION
LOCATION
LOCATION
A data collection element assessed was identifying the municipalities where reporting facilities are
located. Lancaster County is host to 60 political subdivision municipalities including 1 city, 18 boroughs and
41 townships. Analysis of the data showed that in 56 of the 60 municipalities there was at least one facility
reporting the use of a hazardous substance. In the municipalities of Christiana Borough, Conestoga Township, Eden Township and Terre Hill Borough, no facilities reported use, storage or manufacturing of hazardous commodities in reportable quantities. This does not mean that no hazardous commodities are located in
these locales. Reporting thresholds may have not been met, OR facility and chemical exemptions may apply.
Table 9 (below) is the top municipalities with the most hazardous commodity sites. Noteworthy, these
facilities house 49% of the county-wide reporting facilities (206 of 417). Forty-five municipalities (80%) collectively make up the remaining 51% of commodities reported.

TOP MUNICIPALITIES
BY REPORTING FACILITIES
Municipality

Rep Fac’s

%

East Hempfield Township

44

10.6%

Lancaster City

33

8%

East Cocalico Township

26

6.3%

Manheim Township

25

6%

West Hempfield Township

22

5.3%

East Lampeter Township

22

5.3%

West Donegal Township

14

3.4%

Earl Township

12

2.9%

New Holland Borough

10

2.4%

Ephrata Township

10

2.4%

Upper Leacock Township

10

2.4%

Table 9—Top 10 Municipalities with Reporting Facilities.
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The 2020 CAUSE provided several conclusions and recommendations with regard to future commodity assessments, as well as with for hazardous materials planning, training and exercises. Below includes
several conclusion statements and recommendations for future assessments.
Conclusions
The data presented is representative of a small percentage of the overall hazardous materials used,
storage and manufactured in Lancaster County. Facility and commodity exemptions, minimum reporting inventory thresholds combined with non-complaint facilities contribute to a less accurate portrayal of chemical
inventories.

The CAUSE should not be confused with a Commodity Flow Study (CFS) which assesses transportation of hazardous commodities. Although Lancaster County has not conducted a CFS since 1996, the DOT
data illustrated in the various CAUSE tables mirrors the leading commodity categories identified in the 1996
CFS as well as in adjacent counties CFS’.
The 2020 CAUSE was successful in its intent of providing more detailed information of the number of
chemicals, quantity of materials, storage types and hazards that can support operational preparedness.
Recommendations
1 - Future CAUSE studies should be conducted every five years for comparative review of trends to support
planning, training and exercise initiatives.
2 – SDS’s for non-CAS registered commodities should be reviewed and mixture components respectively
listed. Although mixtures may change the concentration and severity of harm, it can provide a more
detailed illustration of base components.

3 – The next CAUSE edition should include a section on commodity type flow from data provided in the
Crude Oil Unit Train (COUT) plan, Transmission Pipeline Emergencies (TRAP) plan, in-progress
Hazardous Rail Transit (HART) plan and other subsequent planning initiatives. Because of rolling
stock exemptions, detailed inventory data is not readily available in certain modes of transportation.
4- Like CAUSE ‘19, this version should be distributed to local haz mat instructors to reinforce student opera
tional competencies especially with regard to research. Supporting this initiative, the LEMA Haz Mat
Administrator should develop a training program on CAUSE 2020 and present it to local level haz mat
instructors so they are better-versed in the data and the collection methodology.

2020 ERG DISTRIBUTION UPDATE

In late August the county received its allotment of the recently published 2020 Edition of
the Emergency Response Guidebook. LEMA headed distribution to all county emergency
service agencies through 14 (7 daytime / 7 evening) geographically scheduled distribution
sessions. According to our records the following agencies did not pick up their allotment:

Fire Departments
Bainbridge Fire Co.
Caernarvon Fire Co.
Keystone Wildfire Crew
Marietta Pioneer Fire Co.
Mount Joy Twp. Forest Crew
EMS Agencies
F&M College QRS
New Holland EMS

Law Enforcement Agencies
Akron Police Department
Christiana Police Department
East Lampeter Twp. Police Dept.
Manheim (Boro) Police Department
Manor Township Police Department
Mount Joy Borough Police Dept.
Northwest Regional Police Dept.
West Lampeter Township Police Dept.

If your agency is listed and you wish to obtain your agencies allotment, please email Eric
Bachman at ebachman@lancema.us to arrange a time and method for distribution .
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2020-2021 HAZ MAT TRAINING
Local Level Training Programs

The Lancaster County Emergency Management Agency (LEMA) and the Lancaster County
Public Safety Training Center (LCPSTC) have again partnered to sponsor haz mat training tuition
costs to the county emergency services and with little paperwork. (Textbooks and expendable items
are not included). As long as an accredited Educational Training Agency (ETA) is used and the
minimum number of students is attained, LEMA / LCPSTC will absorb the student tuition costs and
file the necessary course application on behalf of your organization. All you have to do is complete
the attached form and submit it to LCPSTC Fire Training Coordinator.
Please complete the Host Agency Name and Address and provide a Facility Contact including
phone number and email address.
Course section; Check-mark the desired program. (Please use one form for each program)

Dates(s) and Time; List the desired dates as well as the starting time of the first day if more
than one day is necessary.
Educational Training Agency Section; Check your organizations preference. The LCPSTC will
file the appropriate course paperwork. If No Preference is checked, the ETA selected will
be at the discretion of the LCPSTC Fire Training Coordinator.
Instructor Information
If you have not located an instructor, the LCPSTC will attempt to locate an instructor
for the desired dates and times listed. The desired dates and times are not guaranteed.
If you have contacted an instructor and coordinated and confirmed dates and times
with him/her, please check this line and provide the instructor name.
Sign/Date the Form and submit it to the LCPSTC Fire Service Training Coordinator via fax,
electronically or by mail.
The LCPSTC will file the information to the appropriate ETA and confirm program delivery with
the Facility Contact.

Your organization will not be required to complete any other paperwork nor will it be invoiced
for the program unless student minimum counts are not met, or the course completion paperwork is not submitted to the fire training coordinator in a timely manner
as defined in #13.
Please complete the form in full to avoid discrepancies or delays in scheduling a class.
Please note that the minimum student attendance is 10. Also, the maximum student count shall
be 30 or less as set by the ETA and/or any other governing agency having authority to do
so.
This form should be submitted no less than six-weeks before the desired start date of the
class. This is especially important if your organization has not contacted an instructor.
Each class sponsored through this program are considered an open class; meaning it
will be listed on various LEMA and LCPSTC Course Calendars with the local point of
contact for interested parties to communicate with for space availability. Rosters
(sign-up sheets) to monitor space for these programs will be maintained by the
hosting agency. The LCPSTC will not compile or maintain student availability

rosters for these programs.

It is the responsibility of the local point of contact AND the instructor to submit a final
student attendance report to the Fire Training Coordinator at the LCPSTC within
three days of course. This is necessary to support funding and reporting requirements.

LEMA

LEDGER

OCTOBER

2020—”ALWAYS

BE

READY!”
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LANCASTER COUNTY
Emergency Management Agency and Public Safety Training Center
2020-2021 HAZ MAT LOCAL LEVEL TRAINING REQUEST FORM
Host Agency: __________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________
Facility Contact:_____________________________________ ___________________
Name (Please Print)

Phone Number

_____________________________________________________
Email Address for Public Publishing

NOTE: Submitting this form acknowledges that the hosting agency will abide by all parameters listed on the
instruction form including post-class attendance reporting. A fire department failing to submit the
attendance report criteria will invoiced for the course costs.

Course (Check-mark the Desired Program) – Complete separate form for each program desired.
__ Haz Mat Awareness*** (HMA) (4 hours) – Minimum Age 14
__ Haz Mat Awareness Refresher (HMAR) (2 hrs) -Minimum Age 14
__ Haz Mat Operations*** (HMO) (24 hours) - Minimum Age 16
__ Haz Mat Operations Refresher*** (HMOR) (6 hours)- Minimum Age 16
NOTE: Minimum Number of 10 students needed to conduct any program listed above.
Maximum Number of 30 students permitted for any class above.
*** - Textbooks and expendable items are not included. These items are the responsibility of

the host (fire department) agency.

Date(s) / Times: Dates(s) _____________________________________
(List all dates for the program if applicable)

Start Time (First Day): ___________________

Educational Training Agency (ETA) Preference
____ Bucks County Community College
____ Harrisburg Area Community College
____ No Preference

Instructor Information

___ Locate an instructor
___ Instructor Contacted and Dates Confirmed by Host Agency

(Instructor Name: __________________________________
Today’s Date: ______________________

Fax to 717-537-4196, or
Email it to kweber@co.lancaster.pa.us
or mail to LCPSTC
c/o/ Ken Weber
01 Champ Blvd.
Manheim PA 17545
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Lancaster County Emergency Management Agency
P O Box 219 * Manheim PA 17545-0219
Business Phone: 800-808-5236 or 717-664-1200 * Fax 717-664-1235
Emergency Management Staff
Philip A. Colvin, Coordinator
pcolvin@lancema.us—717-664-1203
Daniel Scully, Deputy Director
dscully@lancema.us —717-664-1201
Sara Glatfelter, Administrative Assistant
sglatfelter@lancema.us —717-664-1200
Eric G. Bachman, Hazardous Materials Administrator

ebachman@lancema.us —717-664-1204
Tammi Snedeker, Training Coordinator
tsnedeker@lancema.us—717-664-1205
Ben Herskowitz, Nuclear Planner & Trainer
bherskowitz@lancema.us—717-664-1206
Robert Pena, Public Affairs and Volunteer Liaison Officer

The Lancaster County Emergency Management
Agency maintains emergency plans for facilities that
use or produce hazardous materials, dam failures, nuclear facilities, and for other types of disasters both
man-made or natural.
The office also coordinates and directs actions that
take place during large scale emergency situations. This
coordination is performed at the Emergency Operations
Center located within our facility. These activities are
done in close cooperation with the County Commissioners, County Administrator, local Emergency Management Agencies (municipalities within the county), and
emergency service organizations throughout the county.

Lancaster County Board of Commissioners
Joshua G. Parsons
Ray D’Agostino
Craig E. Lehman

rpena@lancema.us—717-664-1209

HAZ MAT TRAINING 2020
The Lancaster County Emergency Management Agency (LEMA) and the Lancaster County Public Safety Training Center (LCPSTC) have been steadfast over the years in providing tuition-free hazardous materials training to county responders. Supporting the programs has been
through a combination of grants as well as with chemical reporting fees that are assessed to fixed
facilities in the county.
The mandatory shut-down of in-person classes due to COVID-19 this year significantly affected all training activities. Candidates seeking various levels of certification should be aware
that the annual hazardous materials training requirement has NOT been waived due to COVID19. Ken Weber, Fire Service Training Coordinator, recently reported to the Local Emergency
Planning Committee that the PA State Fire Academy provides no exemptions for not obtaining
annual haz mat operations refresher training in 2020. Therefore, certification candidates without a
current HMOR certificate are ineligible to test.
Statistically for comparison, in 2019 the LEMA/LCPSTC partnership supported 69 hazardous materials training programs. This included initial full awareness and operations classes as
well as refresher classes for awareness, operation and technician levels. Total students sponsored in 2019 was 1,326. In 2020, as of the writing of this newsletter, LEMA and the LCPSTC
supported 27 haz mat programs with 469 students completing the programs.
Hopefully 2021 will allow for the county’s robust hazardous materials training program to
proceed as in past years. As noted on pages 14 and 15 of this newsletter, LEMA and LCPSTC
will continue its tuition-free sponsorship program of haz mat training for in-county responders.

